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Abstract 

The mine fields of Udege District of Nasarawa/Kokona Local Government Areas in Nasarawa State has been 

devastated by mining activities. Before 1946, the main mining activities during this period were for tin, columbite 

and coal. There were no laws on reclamation or restoration of mined-out areas. Large excavations, dumps and ponds 

are found littered all over the landscape of Udege District. Even when the laws were promulgated in 1946, it was 

neither strictly enforced nor was it retrospective in application, hence Udege suffers the consequence of unreclaimed 

or unrestored mining events. The mined-out land area covers about 400km
2
; of this land mass about 200km

2
 square 

is devastated while about 50-70km
2
 is the hillsides that makes farming difficult. The inhabitants are mostly 

Agrarian. About 80% of the people are farmers. The ponds in the area could be reclaimed for fishing ponds and 

irrigation while the lands could be afforested. The degree of environmental devastation and degradation point to the 

fact that the Federal Government should graduate from policy formulations to the practical act of reclamation and 

restoration in order to provide safe landings for the inhabitants in terms of agriculture, fishing, grazing and health 

delivery. 

 

Introduction 

Mining of columbite is known to have played important role in the economy of this country-Nigeria. Udege Mbeki 

mining district which encompasses Kokona and Nasarawa Local Government Areas of Nasarawa state has been 

considered as a disaster area located in Afu Afu Younger Granite Complex of Nigeria. The cause being the legacy 

left behind for almost half a century of thorough mining activities of columbites and cassiterite by the European 

companies. Other minerals mined which are still  being mined in the area include tantalite (Fe1Mn) Ta2O6 topaz 

CA12SiO4(OH1F)2 zircon Zrs104, cassiterite(Sn02) Phalerite (ZnS), Beryl (Al2Si6O18) (Okegye, 2008). Mining is a 

technical process of extracting minerals from earth crust. Mining could be on a small scale like quarry or large scale 

like the columbite mining of Udege Mbeki. When mining is undertaken, the earth crust is disturbed. On the earth 

crust are living things – man, animals and plants. The life pattern of these living things is affected (Kwa, 1999). The 

mining method used in this mining district is open cast (surface) mining. The alluvial deposits of columbite and 

cassiterite are excavated for onward processes. 

Environment is a medium of interaction amongst the atmosphere, biosphere and lithosphere. This mined-out area 

was never reclaimed despite the Federal Government promulgated laws of 1946. Considering the minerals wealth 

tapped from this place, restoration and reclamation would have given the inhabitants a sense of environmental 

belonging.  

The population of the inhabitants in the last century may be small, but with the current population increasing rate, 

the area could be termed a danger terrain-environmentally.  

This paper critically elucidates the restoration and reclamation concepts. It is subdivided into the following 

subheadings: 

(i) Historical background 

(ii) Devastation by mining 

(iii) Mining laws and implementation 

(iv) Discussion 
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(v) Conclusion 

(vi) Recommendation 

Historical Background  

Mining activities took place in ancient times; early people needed clays for pots, iron for steel-tools, ponds for 

water, as well as clays, water and rocks for houses. In pursuance of these noble goals above, early people dug pits to 

get their raw materials leaving holes behind. These pits or holes left behind were locally later reclaimed or restored 

completely or partially by these early men for the purpose of water and settlement. The history of mining, 

reclamation and restoration could therefore be traced back as earliest settlements. 

However, technical or advance form of mining in Nigeria was first experienced in Jos in 1902 and coal in Enugu in 

1916 (Mallo, 1999). 

Cassiterite and columbite are commonly associated. The mining of this cassiterite in Jos along the alluvial within the 

Younger Granite complexes (Delimi River) led to the exploration of more along the same axis. In the course of this 

exploration, columbite mineral deposit was equally discovered around Bukuru and Udege-Mbeki mining districts.  

Afu Younger Granite complex was explored and exploited over sixty (60) years ago (Okegye, 2008). Udege Mbeki 

mining localities include: 

Udege Mbeki  - Columbite 

Odu   - Columbite 

Jenta   - Cassiterite 

Agbalande  - Cassiterite 

Rafin Gabas  - Cassiterite 

A locality called Bajari is an active cassiterite mining site. Galena, sphalerite are being mined in Rafin Gabas while 

the heap of dumps are being recycled for associated minerals in the various mining localities. 

Cassiterite and columbite are the first two solid minerals that set the pace for advance mining in Nigeria. The 

colonial adventurers mined until the last colonial company that mined in Udege Mbeki owned by Tin and 

Associated Minerals (TAM) LTD left the country. In 1976 because of the Nigerian indigenous mining policy of 

40%:60% benefiting ratio, the company gets 40%, while the then Federal Government was to get 60%. The 

company owned the labourers, machines and maintained all to mine while the Federal Government was to contribute 

only the mining site, yet, gets the larger dividends from mining operations. Restoration and reclamation was equally 

to be catered for by the company. This act compelled the TAM to change the ownership to an indigenous company – 

Vectics Ltd with its headquarters in Jos (Okegye, 2008). 

Using the ignorance of Nigerians then, the European companies like Niger Company, T.A.M who came into the 

country with their usual intimidating colonial mentalities, were only interested in getting the minerals, not minding 

the lives of the people, the degradation of the land, landscape, houses, ecology, farm, water and even the 

atmosphere. The legalized illegal miners (small scale mining) joined the queue to do the same thing the last colonial 

masters did (devastation). 

Devastation by mining 

Considering the importance of the metals – tin (Sn) niobium (Nb) and tantalum (Ta) in which they are hosted in the 

district, the area was highly exploited and devastated. Nb and Ta are metallic elements possessing high tensile 

strengths. Both are resistant to corrosion. Both are used in the production of alloy steel (HSLA) (Grible, 2006). Ta is 

used in production of computers, telecommunications, surgical instruments, electrodes and tantalum carbide in the 

production of aerospace. Sn is used in production of tin-plate, production of alloys such as pewter, solders, type 

metal, gun metal, bronze. The Nb and Ta were highly exploited for World War II. 

Since these metals are found in the earth crust, excavated lands are all over Udege Mbeki mining district resulting 

from mining activities. 
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Types of Devastation 

Types of Devastation are as explained by Olaniyan et al, (1998). 

(a) Extant derelict land: This is land for which no other use has been found including farming and mining. 

(b) Potential derelict mines land: Land under mining lease which is still being mined. 

(c) Partially regressive derelict land: These are Mine Reclamation Areas (MRAs) that have been planted with 

eucalyptus. The land is being reverted to agriculture.  

(d) Partially progressive derelict land: These are areas where no clear-cut attempt has been made to establish 

agriculture and where gully erosion is common like the paddock. 

The small reclaimed area was to serve the company. Other reclaimed sites were done by the indigenes to survive the 

danger posed on them by the mining companies. 

For the purpose of clarity, this segment of the paper is subdivided into three (3) 

(a) The Rudimentary (Colonialist) law time – up to 1946. 

(b) The lawful and enforcement time – 1946 to early 1970s. 

(c) The mere (vestige) law time – 1970s to date. 

 

a. The Rudimentary (Colonialist) law time up to 1946: Tin and columbite were the first set of solid mineral to 

be mined in Nigeria; to be specific, in old Plateau State (including present Nasarawa state) – Middle belt. 

The European companies, e.g Niger Company, came into the country to mine the natural resources in 

Nigeria without taking into cognizance the effects of mining activities. There were no mining laws from the 

beginning and even when the mining laws were enacted, the laws were silent on restoration and 

reclamation. So to the colonialist, it was a period of getting what you want, go away and nothing happens 

to you. They used heavy mining machines like draglines and dump trunks to move large volume of earth 

from deposit. Large excavations of ponds, paddock and dumps are littered all over the land thereby 

destroying the aesthetic value of the middle belt – Jos, Udege Mbeki, Barki Ladi and many other places. At 

this maiden period of mining, the colonialist mined without restoration, reclamation, restriction and no plan 

of any kind for almost forty (40) years. This is the period of greatest degradational and devastational 

activities ever experienced in the mineral sector – Udege Mbeki mining district being part. Ignorance is a 

disease that only knowledge and wisdom can cure. 

b. The lawful and enforcement time – 1946 to early 1970s: The Mineral Act Cap 121 of the law of Nigeria 

and Allied Regulations now contained in Cap 226 LFN 1990 came into effect in 1946. This is the period 

when the Nigerians realized and understood the environmental havoc caused by the mining companies and 

foresaw the potential danger of the mining pits, ponds, paddock, abandoned equipment and dumps. The 

Federal Government of Nigeria on 25
th

 February, 1946 enacted laws and subsequently set up Mines Land 

Reclammation Unit (MLRU). This unit made it a point of duty that any company going into mining must 

operate within the ambit of the law, specifically the restoration and reclamation task. For instance, it was 

stated in the law that any company must reclaim the land as follows depending on the mining method. 

1. Hand Paddocking – 80% restoration 

2. Ground sluicing – 75% restoration 

3. Lotoing – 100% restoration  

Prospecting pits were to be covered by the prospectors. The Federal Government was to restore and reclaim 

all the mined areas with Udege Mbeki mining district inclusive from 1902 to 25
th

 February, 1946. The laws 

sounded serious sanctions on erring miners.  

c. The mere (vestige) law time – 1970s to date: The colonialists devastated and degraded the Nigerian lands 

without reclamation or restoration with abandonment of equipment because they were not, are not and will 

not be heirs of Nigerian asses. The heirs (Nigerians) equally joined the civil intention of the oppressors by 

receiving royalty or more approximately bribe to allow the companies mine at will. The indigenous 

companies no longer truly present, if at all they do, the quantity and the quality of the mineral sought, 

method of mining and aftermath of mining. The fact that the laws were, but not operational, led to the 

spontaneous rise in mining activities which outweighed the workforce of Mines Land Reclamation Unit 
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(MLRU). In the ending 1980s when the music of Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) was played, 

almost every peasant Nigerian was a miner (illegal) of sort. Illegal miners now baptized themselves as 

small scale miners are all over the district causing great havoc to the ecology.  

Discussion 

A mineral deposit is physically exhaustible and irreplaceable. The metal extracted from the mineral ore is itself non-

renewable (Orazulike, 2001); hence the need to compensate the mother earth and the inhabitants by taking care of 

the environment either by restoration or reclamation. Restoration is bringing the mined land back to its original use 

while reclamation is bringing back the land to usefulness, not necessary to its original use.  

It is as a result of this that some areas in Jos were either restored or reclaimed by MLRU. About one thousand 

hectares of land was reclaimed as against 97 restored with joint effort of mining companies and the Federal 

Government between 1970-1983 (Mallo, 1990). Areas reclaimed include fish ponds, irrigation, and drinking water. 

Some of these reclaimed ponds in Jos are Karvitex Lake for Kaolin Processing (Perennial in nature), EGRTW 

Country Club (Dorowa area) Forum and Rayfield are used for fish farming. Jos sailing club is using the mine for 

recreational purpose, site occupied by Police Staff College, Jos.  

Below is a table showing site and hectares of reclamation in 1981.  

Table 1 

S/N NAME SITE (MLS) HECTARES 

1. Barki Ladi 602 13.9 

2. Mystery pond, St. Mollumba 5615, 11708, 13709 10.5 

3. Kuru – Vom road 14908 64 

4. Rayfield (of recent)  4 

(Mallo, 1999). 

Some of the areas devastated by mining includes Agbalende mining site, Udege paddock, Rafi Gabas, Bajari 

Omadegye mining site are neither restored nor reclaimed. 

The table shows the site and the size of hectares in some of the mines reclaimed areas in Jos and the environs. In 

Udege Mbeki, neither the companies nor the government did anything concerning the reclamation exercise. When it 

was tapping the natural resources to earn revenue for the government, Udege Mbeki mining district was not a remote 

locality but when it comes to compensation, restoration, reclamation, and rehabilitation, Udege Mbeki mining was 

viewed as a jungle, remote area and ignored to suffer the consequence of mining. 

There should be a standard such that will create a compromise between mining activities and the environment. Any 

attempt to maintain a ‘zero’ disturbance as a standard would result in ‘zero’ activities of exploration (Okonkwo, 

1999).  

The recycling of dumps, illegal mining and authorized illegal mining are still going on in the district for columbite, 

tantalite, zircon, galena, tourmaline to mention but a few, not even a single hectare is being taken care of. Many 

areas are either reclaimed or restored in the Jos Plateau. Attached is a table showing reclamation areas in Jos 

municipal and environs - Appendix 1. 

Conclusion 

Restoration is bringing back to original use or form. Reclamation is bringing back to use not necessarily to the 

original. This implies that if one cannot get what he or she wants, he or she has to appreciate the available. Just as 

life and death are invisible partners in existence, so also it is with man, minerals and the environment. The need for 

the three to tolerate and accommodate one another needs to be re-emphasized. 

Man’s activities on the environment to seek for minerals, quality water, erecting structures, constructing weapons to 

enable him live a comfortable life is the source and the beginning of worry to the environment and himself. The 

mining pits littered in Udege Mbeki, mining dumps, paddock, abandoned equipment and tailings could be addressed. 
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This situation if not properly checked could risk the future of the inhabitants. The situation looks difficult, but 

surmountable.  

Recommendation 

In view of the abandoned equipment, mining ponds, paddock, dumps, tailings and the continuous activities of the 

illegal miners in the district, the following steps could help curtail further degradation and reclaiming of the 

devastated land. 

1. The mining ponds should be reclaimed for the inhabitants to benefit by making the water consumable. 

2. Also the water could be used for irrigation 

3. The devastated lands could be afforested to serve as wind breakers in the area. 

4. Fertilizers be provided for agricultural purposes. 

5. The inhabitants be educated on the reclamation & restoration concepts/procedures. 

6. The Solid Mineral Producing Areas Development Commission (SOMPADEC) should empower one of its 

units to go to all the solid minerals states and sincerely study and report same to the commission, the degree 

of devastation and degradation right from 1902 to date. 

7. The Federal Government should henceforth stop the activities of illegal miners. This is because they mine 

without excavation plan neither do they obey the mining laws of reclamation and restoration. 

8. Mining engineers and geoscientists need to study the reclamations areas as they will place them on scale of 

preference base on the financial grant. 

9. Government should live up to requirements by not getting revenue alone, but the lives of people and 

ecology should be protected. 

10. Negotiations must be entered into between the government and the inhabitants of Udege Mbeki on how to 

go about the reclamation exercise. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Table 1: Mine Reclamation Activities (1960-1998) 

 

 

 

1. Barakin Ladi Road  NRG IV   1962 (a)    4.77 

2. Barakin Ladi Road  NRG IV   1962(a)    0.69 

3. Barakin Ladi Road  NRG IV   1962(a)    7.44 

4. Yelwa Club, Bukuru  BRG II       6.88 

5. Vom Road   NRG II   1960(a)    0.40 

6. Vom Road   NRG II       1.65 

7. Barakin Maiadiko  NRG II   1960    1.29 

8. Barakin Maiadiko  NRG II   1960    13.25 

9. Bukuru T.C.N.N  NRG II   1962    18.63 

10. Bukuru T.C.N.N  NRG II   -    6.30 

11. Bukuru T.C.N.N  NRG II   -    10.82 

12. Zana Road   NRG II   -    10.97 

13. Bukuru Road   NRG II   1962 (a)    41.03 

14. Bukuru Road   NRG II   -    23.10 

15. Bukuru   NRG II   1961 (a)    68.70 

16. Bukuru Road   NRG II   1962 (a)    5.88 

17. Bukuru   NRG II   -    24.91 

18. Barakin Ladi Road   NRG IV   -    9.26 

19. Barakin Ladi Road   NRG IV   -    8.52 

20. Barakin Ladi Road  NRG IV   -    4.34 

21. Zawan   NRG II   -    6.47 

22. Zawan   NRG I/IV  -    11.52 

23. Vom Road    NRG II   1960 (b)    54.55 

24. Barakin Ladi Road  NRG IV   1960 (a)    91.37 

25. Dogo Nahouwa   NRG II   1960    22.94 

26. Old Airport Jos  NRG II   1960    15.56 

27. Bukuru Road   NRG II   1962    6.96 

28. Bukuru   NRG II   1960    35.53 

29. Old Airport Jos  NRG II   1960    15.56 

30. Old Airport Jos  NRG II   1960    27.88 

31. Barakin Ladi Road  NRG IV   1960/1    35.02 

32. Barakin Ladi Road  NRG IV   1960/1    23.21 

33. Barakin Ladi Road  NRG IV   1961    11.45 

34. Tenti-Kaffi Abbu Road DRE II   1961    14.17 

MR. A LOCATION NO. 
PRIORITY SHEET 

LOCATION 

DATE RECLAIMED 

OR PLANTED 

APPROXIMATE AREA 

(ha) 
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35. Maiyanga   DRE II   1961    26.59 

36. Tenti-Gindi Akwati Rd DRE II   1961    5.69 

37. Maiyanga   DRE II   -    1.80 

38. Tudun Wada   NRG II   1961    - 

39. Zaria Road   NRG II   1965    107.65 

40. Kuru Station   NRG IV   -    14.55 

41. Rop    NRG IV   -    16.32 

42. Barakin Kuba   NRG IV   -    36.53 

43. Macao   NRG IV   -    3.52 

44. Zaria Road   NRG II   1969    69.01 

45. Macao   NRG IV   1961    105.70 

46. Tenti   NRG II   -    2.19 

47. Gindi Akwati   DRE II   1961    11.02 

48. Gindi Akwati   DRE II   1961    12.72 

49. Barakin Ladi Road  DRE II   1961/2    16.72 

50. Barakin Ladi Road  NRG IV   1961    4.73 

51. Tudun Wada   NRG II   1962    69.46 

52. Foron   NRG IV   1965    31.30 

53. Pahang/Yelwa  NRG IV   1965    18.40 

54. Foron   NRG IV   -    3.57 

55. Kaffi Abbu   DRE II   -    6.21 

56. Zaria Road   NRG II   1963    8.53 

57. Rafin Bauna   NRG II   1966    5.49 

58. Foron   NRG IV   1965    4.05 

59. Miango Road   NRG IV   1965    45.68 

60. Vom Road   -   1970    80.35 

61. Du     -   1970    ? 

62. Vom Road   -   1977/83    64.0 

63. Barakin Ladi Road  -   1980    13.9 

64. Mystery Pond, Jos  -   1981    10.5 

65. Rayfield Jos   -   1998    4.0 

 

Mallo, 1999 


